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An Inquiry Into the Principles of Political Oeconomy
The methodology of the study of the history of political thought is an area of study which has occupied my interests for
nearly a decade. I was introduced to the subject in University College, Swansea. My teachers there provided me with an
excellent grounding in political studies. I am particularly indebted to Bruce Haddock, Peter Nicholson and W. H. Greenleaf.
Professor Greenleaf was kind enough to supply me with a copy of his bibliography and copies of two of his unpublished
papers. I continued to pursue my interest in methodology at the London School of Economics and Political Science. I am
indebted to Ken Minogue and Robert Orr who taught me there. My greatest debt is to Dr. Joseph Femia ofthe University of
Liverpool who devoted a great deal of time to considering the arguments presented here. His criticisms and suggestions for
improvement proved to be invaluable. I would also like to thank Alan Ryan for his general comments and encouraging
advice. It would be remiss of me if I neglected to express my gratitude to Dewi Beynon who was my first teacher of politics.
The research for this project was carried out in the following places; The British Library of Political Science, London; The
Sidney Jones Library, University of Liverpool; The National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh; The Main Library, University of
Edinburgh; The Arts and Social Science Library, University College, Cardiff; and the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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The Conduct of Inquiry in International Relations
The Crisis of Democratic Theory
The world appears to be globalising economically, technologically and even, to a halting extent, politically. This process of
globalisation raises the possibility of an international legal framework, a possibility which has gained pressing relevance in
the wake of the recent global economic crisis. But for any international legal framework to exist, normative agreement
between countries, with very different political, economic, cultural and legal traditions, becomes necessary. This work
explores the possibility of such a normative agreement through the prism of national constitutional norms. Since 1945,
more than a hundred countries have adopted constitutional texts which incorporate, at least in part, a Bill of Rights. These
texts reveal significant similarities; the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, for instance, had a marked influence on
the drafting of the Bill of Rights for South Africa, New Zealand and Hong Kong as well as the Basic Law of Israel. Similarly,
the drafts of Eastern European constitutions reflect significant borrowing from older texts. The essays in this book examine
the depth of these similarities; in particular the extent to which textual borrowings point to the development of foundational
values in these different national legal systems and the extent of the similarities or differences between these values and
the priorities accorded to them. From these national studies the work analyses the rise of constitutionalism since the
Second World War, and charts the possibility of a consensus on values which might plausibly underpin an effective and
legitimate international legal order.

Texts in Context
Children in the Political System
An Approach to the Analysis of Political Systems
Bertrand de Jouvenel examines the relationship between the distribution of power and the creation of an ethical society.

Conventional Realism and Political Inquiry
Through the use of logic, simulation, and empirical data, Benjamin A. Most and Harvey Starr develop and demonstrate a
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nuanced and more appropriate conceptualization of explanation in international relations and foreign policy in Inquiry,
Logic, and International Politics. They demonstrate that a concern with the logical underpinnings of research raises a series
of theoretical, conceptual, and epistemological issues that must be addressed if theory and research design are to meet the
challenges of cumulation in the study of international relations (or any area of social science). The authors argue for
understanding the critical, yet subtle, interplay of the elements with a research triad composed of theory, logic, and
method.

Political Theory
Since emerging in the late nineteenth century, political science has undergone a radical shift--from constructing grand
narratives of national political development to producing empirical studies of individual political phenomena. What caused
this change? Modern Political Science--the first authoritative history of Anglophone political science--argues that the field's
transformation shouldn't be mistaken for a case of simple progress and increasing scientific precision. On the contrary, the
book shows that political science is deeply historically contingent, driven both by its own inherited ideas and by the wider
history in which it has developed. Focusing on the United States and the United Kingdom, and the exchanges between
them, Modern Political Science contains contributions from leading political scientists, political theorists, and intellectual
historians from both sides of the Atlantic. Together they provide a compelling account of the development of political
science, its relation to other disciplines, the problems it currently faces, and possible solutions to these problems. Building
on a growing interest in the history of political science, Modern Political Science is necessary reading for anyone who wants
to understand how political science got to be what it is today--or what it might look like tomorrow.

The Disorder of Political Inquiry
Modern Political Science
As an introductory text in comparative study, this work begins with the assumption that students should examine a variety
of perspectives and explore alternative possibilities as a means of arousing curiosity, stimulating creativity, building interest
and self-motivation, and enhancing understanding of complex issues in politics and political economy.The book provides the
student with the foundations for comparative inquiry. Its purpose is threefold: to sketch an overview of the major theories
and concepts; to expose issues, summarize arguments and counter-arguments; and to encourage the beginning student to
pursue critical thinking in the recognition that mainstream ideas deserve scrutiny, many essential questions remain
unsettled, and that the outcome may result in the formulation and reinforcement of a personal perspective, premised on
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one's individual learning.The principal chapters focus on important themes and dichotomies of theory with attention to
institutional frameworks (state and system approaches), the social dimension (class and group formations), the cultural
dimension (individual and collective preferences), the economic dimension (capitalist and socialist development), and the
political dimension (representative and participatory democracy).

The Tyranny of the Two-Party System
Widely acclaimed for its originality and penetration, this award-winning study of American thought in the twentieth century
examines the ways in which the spread of pragmatism and scientific naturalism affected developments in philosophy, social
science, and law, and traces the effects of these developments on traditional assumptions of democratic theory.

Politics of Inquiry, The
A massive land-seizure movement first erupted in Peru in 1958 and spread across the Andean highlands in 1963–1964.
Several hundred peasant communities in the Peruvian Andes occupied neighboring haciendas in an attempt to retake lands
they felt had been stolen from them over the years. Hacienda peasants also participated in this movement, forming
peasant sindicatos (unions) to improve their labor conditions. The land-seizure movement brought with it an upsurge in
community political mobilization. Throughout the highlands, village leaders banded together in regional federations, often
allying themselves with progressive or radical urban groups. Radical activists from labor unions and university student
groups joined with indigenous peasant leaders, breaking down the highland peasantry’s traditional isolation from the
political system. Struggle in the Andes is an analysis of the causes and consequences of extensive social and political
mobilization among Peru’s peasant population in the 1960s. In addition to describing the growth of the peasant land
movement, Howard Handelman investigates the social and economic conditions that contributed to rural unrest. Using data
that he collected in forty-one diverse highland communities, Handelman examines the correlates of peasant political
activity, concluding that land seizures in the traditional southern sierra had different origins and political implications than
did unrest in the more socioeconomically modernized central highlands. The data suggest a model of peasant mobilization
that calls into question prevailing scholarly hypotheses on the relationships between modernization, peasant political
mobilization, and radicalization. Handelman discusses the land-reform program and the accompanying rural mobilization
that was being implemented by Peru’s reformist military regime. Using his model of peasant mobilization, he speculates on
the possible effects of the government’s contemporary programs on future peasant political behavior.

Qualitative Inquiry in the Public Sphere
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The closely contested presidential election of 2000, which many analysts felt was decided by voters for the Green Party,
cast a spotlight on a structural contradiction of American politics. Critics charged that Green Party voters inadvertently
contributed to the election of a conservative Republican president because they chose to "vote their conscience" rather
than "choose between two evils." But why this choice of two? Is the two-party system of Democrats and Republicans an
immutable and indispensable aspect of our democracy? Lisa Disch maintains that it is not. There is no constitutional
warrant for two parties, and winner-take-all elections need not set third parties up to fail. She argues that the two-party
system as we know it dates only to the twentieth century and that it thwarts democracy by wasting the votes and silencing
the voices of dissenters. The Tyranny of the Two-Party System reexamines a once popular nineteenth-century strategy
called fusion, in which a dominant-party candidate ran on the ballots of both the established party and a third party. In the
nineteenth century fusion made possible something that many citizens wish were possible today: to register a protest vote
that counts and that will not throw the election to the establishment candidate they least prefer. The book concludes by
analyzing the 2000 presidential election as an object lesson in the tyranny of the two-party system and with suggestions for
voting experiments to stimulate participation and make American democracy responsive to a broader range of citizens.

Government by Constitution: the Political Systems of Democracy
Political Orientation of People in Rural India
This volume ws the winner of The International Studies Association Theory Section Book Award 2013, presented by the
International Studies Association and The Yale H. Ferguson Award 2012, presented by International Studies AssociationNortheast. There are many different scientifically valid ways to produce knowledge. The field of International Relations
should pay closer attention to these methodological differences, and to their implications for concrete research on world
politics. The Conduct of Inquiry in International Relations provides an introduction to the philosophy of science issues and
their implications for the study of global politics. The author draws attention to the problems caused by the misleading
notion of a single unified scientific method, and proposes a framework that clarifies the variety of ways that IR scholars
establish the authority and validity of their empirical claims. Jackson connects philosophical considerations with concrete
issues of research design within neopositivist, critical realist, analyticist, and reflexive approaches to the study of world
politics. Envisioning a pluralist science for a global IR field, this volume organizes the significant differences between
methodological stances so as to promote internal consistency, public discussion, and worldly insight as the hallmarks of any
scientific study of world politics. This important volume will be essential reading for all students and scholars of
International Relations, Political Science and Philosophy of Science.
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Comparative Inquiry In Politics And Political Economy
Even students capable of writing excellent essays still find their first major political science research paper an intimidating
experience. Crafting the right research question, finding good sources, properly summarizing them, operationalizing
concepts and designing good tests for their hypotheses, presenting and analyzing quantitative as well as qualitative data
are all tough-going without a great deal of guidance and encouragement. Writing a Research Paper in Political Science
breaks down the research paper into its constituent parts and shows students what they need to do at each stage to
successfully complete each component until the paper is finished. Practical summaries, recipes for success, worksheets,
exercises, and a series of handy checklists make this a must-have supplement for any writing-intensive political science
course. New to the Fourth Edition: A non-causal research paper woven throughout the text offers explicit advice to guide
students through the research and writing process. Updated and more detailed discussions of plagiarism, paraphrases,
"drop-ins," and "transcripts" help to prevent students from misusing sources in a constantly changing digital age. A more
detailed discussion of "fake news" and disinformation shows students how to evaluate and choose high quality sources, as
well as how to protect oneself from being fooled by bad sources. Additional guidance for writing abstracts and creating
presentations helps students to understand the logic behind abstracts and prepares students for presentations in the
classroom, at a conference, and beyond. A greater emphasis on the value of qualitative research provides students with
additional instruction on how to do it.

Theories of the Policy Process
Introduction -- Of concepts and conceptualization -- Scientific concepts and the study of politics -- If-- maybe -- Social
behavior and the indeterminacy of norms -- Methods for the production of practical knowledge.

Writing a Research Paper in Political Science
This interpretive study analyzes the complex politics of literature, criticism, and professionalism. While affirming the
profound importance of political analysis--from the ideological critique of literary texts to the social and economic critique of
academic institutions--Hogan reassesses the poststructuralist doctrines that underlie much recent work in this area. He
presents extended expositions and criticisms of the views of several influential poststructuralist writers, including Jacques
Derrida and Luce Irigaray. In keeping with recent "post-poststructuralist" trends in France and elsewhere, Hogan argues for
the political necessity of rational inference, and empirical enquiry, guided by ethical, and more specifically Kantian,
considerations. In the process, he convincingly formulates a general theory of ideology that recognizes the crucial link
between literary politics and the concrete political issues that affect the lives of real men and women in the real world of
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social and material life. His study concludes with an economic analysis of the institutions of literary study, outlining some
anarchist implications for their restructuring.

Struggle in the Andes
Theories of the Policy Process provides a forum for the experts in the most established and widely used theoretical
frameworks in policy process research to present the basic propositions, empirical evidence, latest updates, and the
promising future research opportunities of each framework. This well-regarded volume covers such enduring classics as
Multiple Streams (Zahariadis et al.), Punctuated Equilibrium (Jones et al.), Advocacy Coalition Framework (Jenkins-Smith et
al.), Institutional Analysis and Development Framework (Schlager and Cox), and Policy Diffusion (Berry and Berry), as well
as two newer theories-Policy Feedback (Mettler and SoRelle) and Narrative Policy Framework (McBeth et al.). The fourth
edition now includes a discussion of global and comparative perspectives in each theoretical chapter and a brand-new
chapter that explores how these theories have been adapted for, and employed in, non-American and non-Western
contexts. An expanded introduction and revised conclusion fully examines and contextualizes the history, trajectories and
functions of public policy research. Since its first publication in 1999, Theories of the Policy Process has been, and remains,
the quintessential gateway to the field of policy process research for students, scholars and practitioners.

Commissions of Inquiry and Policy Change
Political leadership has made a comeback. It was studied intensively not only by political scientists but also by political
sociologists and psychologists, Sovietologists, political anthropologists, and by scholars in comparative and development
studies from the 1940s to the 1970s. Thereafter, the field lost its way with the rise of structuralism, neo-institutionalism,
and rational choice approaches to the study of politics, government, and governance. Recently, however, students of
politics have returned to studying the role of individual leaders and the exercise of leadership to explain political outcomes.
The list of topics is nigh endless: elections, conflict management, public policy, government popularity, development,
governance networks, and regional integration. In the media age, leaders are presented and stage-managed—spun—DDLas
the solution to almost every social problem. Through the mass media and the Internet, citizens and professional observers
follow the rise, impact, and fall of senior political officeholders at closer quarters than ever before. This Handbook
encapsulates the resurgence by asking, where are we today? It orders the multidisciplinary field by identifying the distinct
and distinctive contributions of the disciplines. It meets the urgent need to take stock. It brings together scholars from
around the world, encouraging a comparative perspective, to provide a comprehensive coverage of all the major disciplines,
methods, and regions. It showcases both the normative and empirical traditions in political leadership studies, and
juxtaposes behavioural, institutional, and interpretive approaches. It covers formal, office-based as well as informal,
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emergent political leadership, and in both democratic and undemocratic polities.

The Oxford Handbook of Political Leadership
Commissions of Inquiry and Policy Change
Following the terrorist attacks of 9/11, America's political institutions underwent radical changes as they adapted to
comprehensive security reforms. While the media exhaustively covered new security protocols in the executive office, little
attention was paid to other federal agencies and branches that overhauled their systems to accommodate heightened
security requirements. As a congressional fellow living in Washington, D.C., Jocelyn Jones Evans was an eyewitness to the
institutional culture of Capitol Hill before and after the 9/11 terrorist attacks as well as during the subsequent anthrax scare.
In One Nation Under Siege: Congress, Terrorism, and the Fate of American Democracy, Evans uses her personal
experiences as the foundation for a richly researched analysis of how Congress changed as an institution and a national
symbol in the wake of 9/11. Evans reveals not only physical transformations but also internal policy shifts that threaten
democracy by limiting citizens' access to their elected leaders. The only comprehensive study of the effects of terrorism on
the nation's capital, One Nation Under Siege provides a detailed investigation of how the nation's intricate political system
adapted in times of crisis. It covers an essential chapter in the social and political history of the United States.

Field Research in Political Science
Commissions of inquiry are a vital and ubiquitous part of the Canadian policy landscape. Established to answer the tough
questions, they have been charged with examining almost every aspect of public life. This collection brings together leading
Canadian scholars working in political science, public policy, and law to explore fundamental questions about the
relationship between commissions of inquiry and public policy for the first time: What role do commissions play in policy
change? Would policy change have happened without them? Why do some commissions result in policy changes while
others do not? In search of answers, Commissions of Inquiry and Policy Change analyses ten landmark inquiries ranging
across a variety of political, economic, social, cultural, environmental, and legal issues. Filling a significant gap in the
literature, this volume will be a valuable resource for scholars and students of Canadian political science, public policy, law,
and history, as well as a broader audience of readers interested in commissions of inquiry and their role in Canadian
policymaking.

Inquiry, Logic, and International Politics
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Foucault saw the notion of parrhesia (truth-telling) as the most important factor for how governments could and should
communicate with their people and vice versa. This important collection compiles and analyses Foucault's views on
parrhesia to shed new light on his ideas on the importance of truth-telling in democracies.

Report of the Commission of Inquiry Into the Local Government System
This book presents a readily accessible, systematic approach to politics and its principles, around which political inquiry
should be organized. Readers are exposed to materials on the fundamental assumptions of political inquiry in addition to
the specific devices necessary for gathering and collecting data about political phenomena. Methods for Political Inquiry
represents the only book currently available that covers the full range of both research methods and research techniques. It
incorporates both normative and empirical theory building, as well as qualitative and quantitative research methods, to
emphasize why researchers might use one technique over another.

An Inquiry Into the Principles and Policy of the Government of the United States
Explains how field research contributes value to political science by exploring scholars' experiences, detailing exemplary
practices, and asserting key principles.

Sovereignty
The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government is an historic undertaking. It contains a wide range of essays that
define the important questions in the field, evaluate where we are in answering them, and set the direction and terms of
discourse for future work. The Handbook will have a substantial influence in defining the field for years to come. The
chapters critically assess both the key works of state and local politics literature and the ways in which the sub-field has
developed. It covers the main areas of study in subnational politics by exploring the central contributions to the
comparative study of institutions, behavior, and policy in the American context. Each chapter outlines an agenda for future
research.

Idioms of Inquiry
The Oxford Handbook of Political Science
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Engaging the work of thinkers such as Richard Rorty, Charles Taylor, Pierre Bourdieu, Roy Bhaskar, and Hannah Arendt, as
well as recent literature in political science and the history and philosophy of science, Topper proposes a pluralist,
normative, and broadly pragmatist conception of political inquiry, one that is analytically rigorous yet alive to the notorious
vagaries, idiosyncrasies, and messy uncertainties of political life.

An Inquiry into the origin of the Laws and Political Institutions of Modern Europe, particularly
of those of England
Contemporary Empirical Political Theory
When social scientists and social theorists turn to the work of philosophers for intellectual and practical authority, they
typically assume that truth, reality, and meaning are to be found outside rather than within our conventional discursive
practices. John G. Gunnell argues for conventional realism as a theory of social phenomena and an approach to the study of
politics. Drawing on Wittgenstein’s critique of “mentalism” and traditional realism, Gunnell argues that everything we
designate as “real” is rendered conventionally, which entails a rejection of the widely accepted distinction between what is
natural and what is conventional. The terms “reality” and “world” have no meaning outside the contexts of specific claims
and assumptions about what exists and how it behaves. And rather than a mysterious source and repository of prelinguistic
meaning, the “mind” is simply our linguistic capacities. Taking readers through contemporary forms of mentalism and
realism in both philosophy and American political science and theory, Gunnell also analyzes the philosophical challenges to
these positions mounted by Wittgenstein and those who can be construed as his successors.

The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government
Idioms of Inquiry reflects the most recent and creative thinking in the field of political theory. The contributors agree that
the old orthodox political theory is no longer viable, arguing instead for a pluralism of approaches. Each takes a particular
idiom of inquiry on its own terms and analyzes its plausibility and internal limitations. The idioms discussed cover the
current leading theories: rational choice, Popperian situational analysis, hermeneutics, phenomenology, critical theory,
feminism, Foucauldian deconstructionism, and metascientific realism.

An Inquiry Into the Various Systems of Political Economy
Argues against the “culture of science” currently dominating education discourse and in favor of a more critical
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understanding of various modes of inquiry.

The Politics of Interpretation
Drawing on the rich resources of the ten-volume series of The Oxford Handbooks of Political Science, this one-volume
distillation provides a comprehensive overview of all the main branches of contemporary political science: political theory;
political institutions; political behavior; comparative politics; international relations; political economy; law and politics;
public policy; contextual political analysis; and political methodology. Sixty-seven of the top political scientists worldwide
survey recent developments in those fields and provide penetrating introductions to exciting new fields of study. Following
in the footsteps of the New Handbook of Political Science edited by Robert Goodin and Hans-Dieter Klingemann a decade
before, this Oxford Handbook will become an indispensable guide to the scope and methods of political science as a whole.
It will serve as the reference book of record for political scientists and for those following their work for years to come.

Methods for Political Inquiry
Qualitative Inquiry in the Public Sphere examines the relationships between public scholarship, the research marketplace,
and the politics of higher education. It is written from the perspective that higher education is under attack from multiple
sides, both political and economic; that academics reside in a precarious position, one fraught with accountability metrics,
funding pressures, and spiralling bureaucracy; and that scientific knowledge itself is increasingly contentious in public.
These internal and external pressures have fundamentally transformed the public sphere of higher education from one of
rational public discourse by and for the public good to one of private market relations and strategic research decisions. In
turn, these transformations have fundamentally altered what it means to be a ‘productive’ scholar within this
space—altered what it means to be a public researcher in this space. Leading international voices from the United States,
Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Norway collectively present a forceful rebuke to such developments, raising a
clarion call to action on topics ranging from scholarly publishing, audit culture, and the privatization of public knowledge to
Indigenous, arts-based, and collaborative research methods. Qualitative Inquiry in the Public Sphere is a must-read for
faculty and students alike interested in the politics of being a public researcher—of conducting research in and influencing
dialogue in the public sphere.

One Nation Under Siege
This collection brings together leading Canadian scholars working in political science, public policy, and law to explore
fundamental questions about the relationship between commissions of inquiry and public policy for the first time: What role
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do commissions play in policy change? Would policy change have happened without them? Why do some commissions
result in policy changes while others do not? --

An Inquiry into the Existence of Global Values
How can we best understand the major debates and recent movements in contemporary empirical political theory? Is there
a human nature on which we can construct scientific theories of political life? What is the role of culture in shaping any such
nature? How objective and value-free can political theories be? These are only a few of the issues addressed by this
collection of essays from a disparate group of contributors.

The Political System. An Inquiry Into the State of Political Science
Terms of Inquiry
Foucault on the Politics of Parrhesia
This gracefully written, intellectually rigorous book explores the major issues of political theory by presenting the
perspectives of major theorists. It gives students necessary historical background while examining basic themes and
assessing the validity of basic arguments. Written in a clear, direct style, it can be easily understood by students with little
previous exposure to political science. Rather than simply presenting an abstract or formal discussion of the major issues of
political theory, it examines how the issues were understood by specific political thinkers including Plato, Machiavelli, Locke,
Hobbes, Marx, Dahl, Popper, Nozick. T.H. Green, and others. This is a useful thematic introduction to political theory that
places theory in an interesting historical and intellectual context.
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